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The Seven Crystal Balls (French: Les Sept Boules de Cristal) is the thirteenth volume of The Adventures of Tintin, the
comics series by Belgian cartoonist HergÃ©. The story was serialised daily in Le Soir, Belgium's leading francophone
newspaper, from December amidst the German occupation of Belgium during World War II.

To further the realism and continuity, characters would recur throughout the series. As a result, the colourful
supporting cast was developed during this period. They are extremely clumsy, thoroughly incompetent, and
usually bent on arresting the wrong character. The detectives usually wear bowler hats and carry walking
sticks except when sent abroad; during those missions they attempt the national costume of the locality they
are visiting, but instead dress in conspicuously stereotypical folkloric attire which makes them stand apart.
Bianca Castafiore is an opera singer of whom Haddock is terrified. She is comically foolish, whimsical,
absent-minded, and talkative, and seems unaware that her voice is shrill and appallingly loud. Her speciality is
the Jewel Song Ah! She is often maternal toward Haddock, of whose dislike she remains ignorant. Her own
name means "white and chaste flower": He set the country in the Balkans , and it is, by his own admission,
modelled after Albania. His research for the storyline was noted in New Scientist: The moon rocket is based
on the German V-2 rockets. This is especially noticeable in the seascapes, which are reminiscent of works by
Hokusai and Hiroshige. Snowy was called by his French name "Milou". Methuen had decided that the book
did not portray Great Britain accurately enough, and had compiled a list of errors of detail, which should be
put right, such as ensuring that the British police were unarmed and ensuring scenes of the British countryside
were more accurate for discerning British readers. The albums were translated from French into American
English with some artwork panels blanked except for the speech balloons. This was done to remove content
considered to be inappropriate for children, such as drunkenness and free mixing of races. Alterations were
made to vocabulary not well known to an American audience such as gaol , tyre , saloon , and spanner. The
work was subsequently published with the correct translation of the title. List of books about Tintin The study
of Tintin, sometimes referred to as "Tintinology", has become the life work of some literary critics in
Belgium, France and England. Tintin discovers, buried, "the hideout where Lenin , Trotsky , and Stalin have
collected together wealth stolen from the people". Public prosecutors investigated, and a criminal case was
initiated, although the matter was transferred to a civil court. For example, at the instigation of his American
publishers, many of the African characters in Tintin in America were re-coloured to make their race Caucasian
or ambiguous. This proved controversial, as the character exhibited exaggerated, stereotypically Jewish
characteristics. Tintin books, films, and media The Adventures of Tintin has been adapted in a variety of
media besides the original comic strip and its collections. An adaptation of twenty-one Tintin books, [g].
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The "Seven Crystal Balls" is No. 1 in the Tintin series for an aura of fearful mystery: This is the one for those who like
potions, witchcraft, curses, fireballs, and yes, mental tortures. Attending a variety performance at a theater, Tintin and a
newly countrified Captain Haddock watch a clairvoyant Indian women performing under a trance.

Synopsis[ edit ] Young reporter Tintin , his dog Snowy , and his friend Captain Haddock spend an evening at
the music hall. There, they witness the performance of a clairvoyant , Madame Yamilah, who predicts the
illness of one of the Sanders-Hardiman expedition members , who recently returned from an archaeological
expedition to the Andes mountains. They also view the act of a knife thrower whom Tintin recognises as
General Alcazar , former President of San Theodoros. Meeting him backstage, Alcazar introduces them to his
Quechua assistant, Chiquito , and learn that he was deposed once again by his rival General Tapioca. The next
day, they learn that the members of the Sanders-Hardiman expedition are falling into comas, with fragments of
a shattered crystal ball found near each victim. Professor Tarragon is under police guard, and he shows his
visitors the mummified body of Inca king Rascar Capac , which the expedition brought back with them from
Peru. A lightning storm strikes the house and sends ball lightning down the chimney and onto the
mummyâ€”which evaporates. They find Tarragon comatose in his bed, with the accompanying crystal shards
nearby; the attacker had bypassed the guards by climbing in via the chimney. The police set up road blocks,
but the kidnappers switch cars and are able to evade them. Tintin visits a hospital where the seven stricken
members of the Sanders-Hardiman expedition are housed; he is astonished that at a precise time of day, all
awaken and scream about figures attacking them before slipping back into their comas. Investigating, they
realise that Calculus must be aboard the Pachacamac, a ship headed to Peru, and board a flight, intent on
intercepting its arrival. Confiscated from its original owners, the German authorities permitted Le Soir to
reopen under the directorship of Belgian editor Raymond de Becker , although it remained firmly under Nazi
control, supporting the German war effort and espousing anti-Semitism. The public reacted positively. Jacobs ,
a fellow cartoonist, to collaborate with him on The Adventures of Tintin. Although initially hesitant, Jacobs
eventually agreed, adopting the paid position in January Immediately after, two grey cars containing German
soldiers pulled up; the house had been requisitioned by the Schutzstaffel SS. This was accompanied by general
exhaustion, depression, and fear that upon the imminent collapse of German administration, he would face
retribution as a collaborator; many accused of being collaborators had already been killed by the Belgian
Resistance. Experiencing a breakdown, he took a hiatus from producing The Seven Crystal Balls between 6
May and 6 July , [25] during which a message was posted in Le Soir stating: Why, Tintin and Snowy, of
course! Perhaps, since you have not heard anything about them lately, you have been afraid, dear readers, that
something bad had happened to them? Nothing of the sort! The trio were planning on launching a weekly
magazine for children. He closed the case on 22 December , declaring that "in regard to the particularly
inoffensive character of the drawings published by Remi, bringing him before a war tribunal would be
inappropriate and risky". It was horrible, horrible! The Adventures of Tintin would be serialised two pages per
week, accompanied by other Franco-Belgian comics. For the first time, the Adventures would be in colour
from the outset. No more streets suggested by a few lines, monochromatic posters, or characters walking on
the edge of the frame. The Seven Crystal Balls was the eleventh story to be adapted and was divided into two
thirty-minute episodes. From there, the production was scheduled for Paris in but was cancelled. This scene
with Tintin and Alcazar on the street was essentially cut and done in a different way when the story picked up
again two years later and when it was published in book form. These scenes were soon followed by the redone
scene with Tintin and General Alcazar.
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The Seven Crystal Balls is the thirteenth adventure of Tintin, written and illustrated by HergÃ©. It was first published in

An extremely minor example, but when our heroes are contacting the explorers to warn them of the curse,
Professor Cantonneau greets Tintin on the telephone as an old acquaintance "My dear Tintin". However, when
the story first appeared it was only about three years since The Shooting Star was serialized and less than two
since it was republished as a colour album, and besides the sequence in Crystal Balls is so short six panels that
it does not merit the extra space needed to explain that Cantonneau has met Tintin and Haddock before. The
explorers and archaeologists all fall victim to a curse due to desecrating a tomb. Subverted in that it requires
human agents to make the curse come true for them. Two of the members of the Sanders-Hardiman expedition
fall victim to crystal balls hurled through their windows. Professor Cantonneau is attacked this way just as
Tintin tries to warn him not to go near the window. Midge is then placed under police guard, but the police in
question are Thompson and Thomson, and they try to guard everything but the window. To be precise , the
two of them freak out over a brown paper package, fearing it contains a bomb or pathogen, and both go into
another room to examine it, leaving the professor completely unguarded. The package has a butterfly
specimen in it. Yamilah, a stage fortune teller, tries to look into the fate of a woman married to one of the
explorers. She gets a glimpse into the fate of the husband and seems physically affected. What some readers
may be amazed to know is that this phenomenon actually has some basis in reality. Ball lightning is one the
least understood meteorological phenomena known to man. Essentially a ball of light that occurs during a
thunder and or lightning storm, these little or huge buggers have been known about since antiquity. Nobody
knows exactly what the stuff is though, other than a ball of light with electric properties. Its reported
characteristics vary wildly - sometimes it can pass though people without harming them, sometimes they
discharge massive amounts of electricity, even up to a normal lightning strike. His newfound wealth is
indicated in this album by his residence in a mansion and by his new habit of wearing a monocle. Not being
accustomed to them, he loses a lot of them. General Alcazar, exiled in this book, has his own stage act. After
creating a full Knife Outline around his Indian partner, he asks an audience member to blindfold him. A
Mythology Is True: The curse of Rascar Capac is scoffed at by the rational characters. Until it turns true to the
letter. Tintin and his companions all have the same nightmare: No Communities Were Harmed: As the English
translation relocates the home setting to England Marlinspike in Marlinshire , it renames the ports
Westermouth and Bridgeport, but the animated adaptation uses the original locations. No More for Me:
Haddock pours himself a drink of rum as he swears before a portrait of Professor Calculus to find his missing
friend. Real Life Writes the Plot: They had just finished and were about to leave when they saw a car full of
SS soldiers drive to it in the distance. Apparently it was used as one of their headquarters! When Tintin meets
Alcazar at the port, he asks him if his now missing partner was a real Indian. Alcazar replies that Chiquito was
not only a full-blooded Quechua, but an actual descendant of the Inca rulers called Rupac Inca Huaco. Seven
cursed explorers, seven crystal balls hurled at them and and placing them in comas. Captain Haddock walks
into a bar
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The next day, they learn that the members of the Sanders-Hardiman expedition are falling into comas, with fragments of
a shattered crystal ball found near each victim. Concerned, Tintin, Haddock, and their friend Professor Calculus visit
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Calculus's old friend Professor Hercules Tarragon, the only expedition member yet to be affected.

Chapter 6 : The Seven Crystal Balls - Wikipedia
Watch TV Show The Adventures of Tintin Season 3 Episode 3 The Seven Crystal Balls (Part 1) online for Free in
HD/High Quality. Cartoons are for kids and Adults! Cartoons are for kids and Adults! Our players are mobile (HTML5)
friendly, responsive with ChromeCast support.

Chapter 7 : The adventures of Tintin. The seven crystal balls | Arlington
In The Seven Crystal Balls (), Seven scientists mysteriously fall into a profound state of lethargy. As Calculus has
disappeared,Tintin and Captain Haddock set off in search of the Professor. As Calculus has disappeared,Tintin and
Captain Haddock set off in search of the Professor.

Chapter 8 : Tintin: The Seven Crystal Balls (Review) | the m0vie blog
The last of the seven archaeologists who found and took the Inca mummy to Europe, a friend of professor Calculus, falls
victim to the mysterious affliction like the others, left in a comatose state but twice a day screaming in terror, after
someone smashed pottery apparently to dispense a chemical.

Chapter 9 : The Adventures of Tintin - The Seven Crystal Balls on Vimeo
> WOODSTOCK > The Adventures Of Tintin: The Seven Crystal Balls. View larger. The Adventures Of Tintin: The
Seven Crystal Balls. Condition: Used. WOODSTOCK: Comics.
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